
 
Dear Members of the Student Representative Assembly, 
 
 Hope you have all had a good summer. This past August, the MSU sent two 
representatives to the Student Union Development Summit at UBC, hosted by the 
Alma Mater Society of UBC. This yearly conference is one which was originally 
started in the 1980s, ended in the early 2000s and was brought back by the AMS a 
few years ago, with 2015 being the first SUDS the MSU has attended in recent 
memory.  
 
 The MSU delegation for this conference consisted of the VP Finance and VP 
Administration. This is because both the VP Education and the President were  
representing the MSU at the CASA Get Out the Vote meeting in Ottawa.  Also, many 
of the sessions were regarding issues within the internal portfolios such as clubs, 
student services and finances. Another goal was to learn more about the UBC 
Campus and its physical space. It has invested significantly into student space, from 
the University side, the Alumni Office and the AMS. In fact, their student centre, the 
AMS Nest, is one of the most innovative and ambitious student centres in Canada 
and cost over $107 million to build. With the current deficit on campus for student 
space, we believed this would be a valuable component of the trip. Ancillary to the 
sessions, this conference gave us the opportunity to network and build connections 
with other student unions, some of which do programming, service delivery, 
administration and governance very different than ours and we wanted to gain new 
perspectives. The overall conference, while having potential to be very impactful had 
mixed results.  
 
Positives:  

• Sessions put on by non-AMS leaders were very informative  
• Provided guidance and perspective regarding their process  to build the AMS Nest 

and how they actively garnered student feedback  
• Networked with schools student executives which have student unions with similar 

size and scope. This was beneficial in finding areas of improvement specifically in 
service delivery and advocacy. This was particularly true when  networking with 
executives from other U15 institutions.  

• Able to recognize areas of success for the MSU (we are significantly better than 
almost all our peers in almost all areas) 
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Negatives: 
• Most sessions regarding administration of our student union were ineffective due to 

our size and professionalism 
• Sessions regarding building relationships with university administration, and 

communications were not effective because we are a leader in this area in comparison 
than our peers.  

• The conference was generally poorly planned. Some sessions which were advertised 
did not get facilitated and were simply skipped over. Other times, the day began late, 
location changes were no communicated to delegates, and it was difficult to identify a 
point person where questions could be directed to.  

• Many of the attendees were from much smaller schools and student associations. Their 
experiences were not relevant to ours and the sessions were more tailored to 
supporting their progress rather than resource sharing amongst large, research 
intensive universities.  

 
Next Steps and Recommendations - Daniel:  
 There is value in student union executives meeting to share ideas, experiences, 
resources and learn from each other. However, I am very skeptical that SUDS is the 
appropriate avenue to achieve that process and end goal. In the future, the MSU 
should explore other options to meet these professional development and 
networking goals. Ideally, a conference organized by our provincial partner OUSA 
with its members would be a strong value-added strategy for OUSA and very 
beneficial for its members. If that is not the case, I would recommend that the MSU 
attend not every year, but at the most, once every three years.   
 
Next Steps and Recommendations - Giuliana:  
 After attending SUDS, I am very pleased with some of the connections that I 
was able to make, as well as some of the improvements and fresh ideas that I am 
able to pass on to our PTM's. I found benefit from one session in particular, on in 
which the AMS described the six services that they offer, many of which are mirrored 
by services that we offer here at the MSU. Further to that session, the simple act of 
meeting and engaging with other student union executives, has left me in a position 
of comfort. I know that I can reach out to them and ask for them to share their 
training resources and best practices with us. In fact, I have already begun this 
process with the AMS, as they are sharing resources with me RE: Peer-Support 
Training materials.  
  With that being said, there were very few sessions that were of direct benefit 
to me as the VP Administration. While many sessions were labelled as "service" 
centered, a number of them also included how to do campus events type 
programming, and how to manage clubs. Many other institutions have a VP Clubs 
and Services, or a VP Student Life, roles that are taken care of by two other full-time 
staff and/or departments at the MSU. I wholeheartedly agree with Daniel in saying 
that there is benefit in meeting your counterparts in a venue such as SUDS. I feel as 
though this is especially true for Daniel and I, as it is often harder to identify our 
counterparts at other schools, let alone to have a venue where we operate together  
in a professional capacity. Were OUSA to take on the role of facilitating the 
convening of their member school executives, beyond just the VP Education and 



President, I think they would find large buy in from their membership and incredible 
value for the executives that attend in return. There is also potential to better 
facilitate collaboration between the U15 schools, but this in itself is an incredible 
challenge due to the sheer size of our country, and the incredibly diverse executive 
and student union structures across the nation.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 

Daniel D'Angela  
Vice President (Finance) 
vpfinance@msu.mcmaster.ca 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Giuliana Guarna 
Vice President (Administration)  
vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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